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How do we make conservation decisions for poorly known taxa (Raphael & Molina,
2007)? Evolutionary isolation – how isolated a species is on the tree of life – has been
touted as a coarse-grained but relatively cheap conservation prioritization metric
(Redding & Mooers, 2010). However, prices are relative: building the robust, complete,
time-calibrated phylogenies that are deemed necessary to calculate evolutionary isolation
is still grueling, and time-consuming. In this issue, Curnick et al. (2015) suggest that
shortcuts are possible, and that we might be able to get useful information on
evolutionary isolation without needing to produce these full trees. If true, this would be
very helpful.
Curnick and colleagues use the roughly 1000 species of understudied but ecologically
important and threatened (Carpenter et al., 2008) scleractinian corals as a test case. They
report that prioritization lists based on taxonomic data combined with older and very
sparse trees were similar to lists generated from a more comprehensive "reference" tree.
Experts armed with only taxonomic data and their natural history knowledge seemed to
do well at predicting which species were most evolutionarily isolated too. Given the
uncertainties associated with other measures of worth, with conservation costs, and with
probabilities of success, and given the lateness of the hour, perhaps we should use the
precautionary principle and start estimating evolutionary isolation values for poorly
sampled groups.
Curnick et al.'s measure of evolutionary isolation (often called Evolutionary
Distinctiveness or ED) captures how many close relatives a species has: members in
species-poor taxa score high, and members of species-rich taxa score low. Because
random samples from larger trees should retain relative taxa sizes, smaller and sparser
"random sample" trees can indeed produce similar isolation rankings to full trees
(consider Curnick et al.'s Figure 2A and the grey squares in their Figure 3A). This is a
very useful observation. However, using scores from these random sample trees to
impute scores for missing species does not work as well (consider Curnick et al.'s Figure
2B and the grey squares in their Figure 3B). For this, it seems that phylogenetic overdispersed sampling is required. Such sampling means that very small taxa - potentially
the ones containing species with highest ED - can be retained in the sparse trees; these
may be needed to produce the significant correlations that Curnick et al. report.
As an example, consider Curnick et al.'s smallest tree of 127 species (from Fukami et al.,
2008). We found that more than 10% of the genera and families are significantly
overrepresented when compared to the scleractinian taxonomy (from Huang, 2012) using
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hypergeometric tests, and specifically, smaller taxa are more over-represented
(correlations of the degree of representation vs. taxon size: Spearman's rho = 0.65 and
0.44, for genera and families respectively). As suggested by Cusimano and Renner
(2010), over-dispersed sampling might be common in sparse trees. This could be easily
tested.
The ED measure also makes use of the ages of taxa: given two genera of the same size,
members of older genus would score higher, because its members are more distantly
related one to another. However, given that coral experts do fairly well by predicting that
a particular taxon (a family, say) branches early in the tree, ED may be robust to
imprecise age information. Simple simulations seem to support this conjecture: Pearson
correlation coefficients of ED scores on simulated (Yule) trees vs. scores on versions that
have been stripped of branch length information (using the common "Grafen"
transformation in the R package ape) are often greater than 0.6 across a wide range of
tree sizes.
Taken together, patterns of over-dispersion and the information content in topologies
suggest that one might be able to produce useful ED scores using only (i) the number of
subtaxa (species, genera, families, etc.) in each higher taxon (genera, family, orders, etc.)
and (ii) rough ages of those higher taxa, perhaps augmented with a simple equation or
two (e.g. flowing from Stadler and Steel, 2012) linking age and species richness to
expected ED. This could be tested immediately, both with simulations (e.g. using code
from Stadler et al., 2014) and with existing large trees (e.g. for birds and mammals). If
these inputs produce ED scores that are highly correlated with true values, we could roll
up our sleeves and produce prioritization scores for many groups in short order.
Invertebrates would indeed be a good place to start.
Curnick et al. apply their results to the Zoological Society of London's EDGE measure,
which combines ED with an index of Global Endangerment (GE). Interestingly, only
50% of the top 50 EDGE species taken from their reference tree were consistently chosen
when using the imputed scores. With a common weighting given to endangerment (GE)
and a correlation of ~0.7 between the imputed and non-imputed ED scores, this seems
low. Particularly high ED species or particularly endangered species must be missing
from the sparser trees. Indeed, the authors claim that they are missing some particularly
high ED species in their 127-species tree, and it seems that endangered species are also
underrepresented (permutation test, p < 0.0001). Whether more endangered or very high
ED species are often missing from sparse trees is yet another clear question worth
tackling.
All this is very exciting, and practical work like that reported by Curnick et al. is both
long overdue and augurs well. However, we also need work along a parallel track. The
popular and elegant ED measure (Redding, 2003) is but one in a basket of such metrics
(see, e.g. Redding et al., 2014). Unfortunately, not a single one of these metrics has a
strong empirical connection to things we might actually value about biodiversity - trait
diversity or trait rarity, evolutionary potential, improved ecosystem function and/or
overall genetic information. People say they may have such connections, and they may;
however, we rather urgently need to demonstrate what these isolation scores actually
measure of value. With that information in hand, we can start to decide what
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phylogenetic information we need, and what we can do without. Until then, regardless of
whether our trees are cheap or expensive, caveat emptor.
The scripts and data we used can be found at xxxx. We thank N. Dulvy for useful
comments and D. Huang for making his data available on short notice.
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